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(SUMMARY:

The property was staked for Dickcnson Mines Limited at the suggestion of 
the writer in the spring of 1979. Linecutting and a reconnaissance geological 
investigation was done drilling the summer of 1979. Geophysics were completed during 
the early winter months of the same year. The conductive zones were located and 
recommendations made to test the conductor in two locations. Additional 
recommendations regarding the weaker conductors will be made based on the results of 
diamond drilling.

PROPERTY, LOCATION b ACCESS:

The Dickenson South property consists of 12 contiguous mining claims 
situated on and over the north shore of the Chukuni River in the southwest corner of 
Balmer Township, Kenora Mining Division, Patricia Portion. The number of claims are 
as follows:

KRL 509066 KRL 509072
509067 509073
509068 509074
509069 509075
509070 509076
509071 509077

Access can be gained to the property via Highway 125, from which a trail 
leads to the property. The trail starts approximately 0.3 km. north of the Chukuni 
bridge, it can be used for snowmobiles in the winter, its usage in the summer is limited 
to four wheel drive vehicles in dry weather.

PAST HISTORY:

The writer has not found any mention of the property in the early published 
reports (Hurst and Horwood).

The first account from the property can be found in Chisholm's report 
published in 195 l.

The property at this time was operated by Kilbarry Mines-Ltd. which was 
incorporated in 1945. The company has done a magnetometer survey and also 
completed geological mapping. With the exception of some contour outline, we have no 
data regarding the above surveys. In 1946 and 1947 Kilbarry completed 33 diamond drill 
holes, Chisholm reports approximately 9,000 feet of drilling. We have summary logs of 
14 of the holes, this is about the number of holes we counted on Chisholm's map. We 
tend to believe that the actual completed drill holes were less than 20.

The drilling gave interesting values over the small pennisula on the north 
side of the river. We have not found any drill logs during our library research, nor did 
we find any sample information. The following table is calculated from the data given 
by Chisholm and is the only available information regarding the values found by 
Kilbarry.
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Intersection Width 
Hole No. __(fejet)_ li!~.?il Averages Cu. AiL^^L/l

PDH-I 'i5'i - 458.8 '1.8 D.98% 0.7/1
DDH-7 514 - 521.6 8.6 Q.95% 0.02
DDH-IO 561 - 566.6 5.6 4.0596 0.06
DDH-13 425 - 4 28 3.0 1.7096 0.12
DDH-14 758.3 - 765 6.7 1.2296 0.55

All these intersections come from a vertical depth greater than 300 feet. 
The intersection in hole 14 is located adually at a vertical depth of 650 feet.

The paragenesis was described as chalcopyrite, pyrite, magnetite, 
pyrrhotite, sphalerite. We did not find any assays on zinc. It appears that two parallel 
zones of mineralization were found bul no data is given on the south zone.

Dickenson Mines had an option on the property along with several claims 
located in Heyson Township. The company drilled four holes one of which intersected 
the Kilbarry zone of the east edge of the pennisula. This hole intersected 6.1 IX Cu and 
0.07 oz/Au over 1.5 feet.

We have two maps showing the collar locations drilled by Kilbarry Mines. 
Unfortunately the data is strongly conflicting in locations and numbers and therefore 
cannot be used 1o evaluate the property.

Though the report by Dickenson recommends a follow up, we believe due to 
the depressed prices of gold and copper the recommendations were not followed. In 
1977 Questor Surveys on behalf of the Ontario Geological Survey completed an airborne 
geophysical survey over a large area in the Red L ake camp. This survey has covered our 
prospect. A small isolated cluster of airborne intercepts were found. Such type 
intercepts have been regarded always as high priority targets.

Our interest has been due to the combination of all the above listed factors. 

PROPERTY GEOLOGY:

Since we have not located any outcrops during an initial investigation we 
will have to rely greatly on the summary logs found in the O.G.S. files: The rocks are 
described as mafic meta-volcanics by Pirrie. The summary logs mainly indicate 
andesitic flows at times brecciated with rhyolitic fragments. Intrusive rocks are 
described as andesitic porphyry.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK:

The property was selected on the basis of airborne results and staked in the 
late spring of 1979.

Linecutting commenced in the summer of the same year. Due to our more 
detailed requirements we have selected a line separation of 50m. The baseline was laid 
out at 95 and if possible the results are at 100 . A total of 9.8 km. of lines were cut 
by Dickenson's personnel. Lines were turned at 50m. centers and were picketed on 20m. 
distances.
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Geophysical survey started in the winter hoping to extend the lines partially 
over the ice of the Chukuni River. The later expectations did not materialize, because 
of unstable ice conditions the survey was extended over the land surface only. An 
electromagnetic and a magnetic survey was completed. Geometrics G8I6 Proton 
magnetometer was used for the survey, readings were taken at 20rn. intervals. The 
baseline was used for control stations, diurnal varitions were calculated and the 
corrected readings were plotted on the plan accompanying this report. The scale used 
was 1:2500 (metric) and contour intervals were established at every hundred gammas.

The electromagnetic survey was done using the Apex Max Min M system as a 
horizontal loop. Since we expected overburden depth in the range of 20 meters a coil 
separation of 50 meters was used. Two frequencies were read 1777 Hz and 444 Hz 
respectively. Results were plotted on the same scale as the magnetic survey and the 
maps are appended to this report. Results were treated using type curves and practices 
established by Strangway (1969). Depth, Width, Dip, and conductivity thickness was 
calculated wherever possible. The geophysical sections, along with the locations of 
proposed drill holes were also appended.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS:

Both magnetic and electromagnetic surveys have been successful in 
confirming and defining at least one of the airborne conductors. The second set of 
airborne intercepts are likely the expression of a conductor lying under 1he water close 
to the north shore of 1he Chukuni River.

The conductor defined on both frequencies lies between lines 3+50E and 
5+50E striking northwest southeast. On 3+50E it has been found approximately 25m. 
north of the baseline, on 5+50E it is about 100m. scuth of the baseline. Though we have 
definitely defined it on a length of 320m. (1,050 feet), we have good indications that it 
might extend further on the northwest end. A few lines are currently prepared on the 
east over the ice of the Chukuni River to see whether the conductor extends any 
further, since survey was terminated due to ice conditions on this side. We have seen 
indications of additional anomalies both north and south of our present target which 
should be thoroughly investigated, if drill testing of the main conductor offers 
encouraging results. We have plotted two profiles and made calculations to determine 
the geometry of the conductor. Overburden depth appears to range between 10 and 20 
meters (32.8 - 65.6 feet) the conductor dips steeply to the south. The width has been 14 
meters (46 feet) in one location and l m (3.28 ft.) in the other. Conductivity thickness 
ranges between 10 and 12 Mhos, which in our conventional system represents the low 
boundary of high conductivity.

Direct magnetic correlation was found along the whole of the conductor 
with peak value of 3,500 gamma over the background. This is a single reading only. The 
more general peak values on profiles are at 700 gammas to 1,500 gammas. Such values 
suggest pyrrhotite as source. The magnetic map itself suggests an area which displays 
structural deformation. At this stage is very hard to tell whether we are looking at an 
area of folding or faulting. Magnetic fractures definitely show continuation on the east 
which suggests that 1he survey should be definitely extended over the water to the east 
boundary of the property.



l CONCLUSIONS:

We ore reasonably certain that the conductor and corresponding magnetic 
anomaly represent the surface expression of the gold-sulphide mineralization previously 
drill tested by Kilbarry Mines Ltd. On completion of this phase of work we would 
qualify both the property and the target as top priority for the following reasons. It has 
been established that the mineralization represents commercially marketable metals, of 
gold and copper possibly zinc and silver. Drill intersections from the past have also 
shown commercial grades of gold and copper in mineable widths. If we are correct in 
saying that the conductor traced by our present survey corresponds with the mineralized 
zone drilled, than we can think of a mineralized zone which extends from surface (minus 
I0-20rn.) in one location at least to 600 ft. vertical, with a surface strike length of 
320rn. (1,050 ft.). Width of mineralization have been recorded up to 8.6 ft. With such 
dimensions as a starting point the deposit definitely should be tested again.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

As the second phase of exploration we are suggesting the conductor be 
tested by two relatively shallow diamond drill holes to identify the courses of 
conductivity. If the initial two holes are encouraging we suggest an additional deeper 
hole to test the conductor at depth. Upon success of this programme we will set up a 
proposal for definition drilling of the possible "deposit".

Location Bearing Dip Length Hole No.

4+OOE, 0460S North 0O -45O 125m. DDH-6
5+OOE, I+20S North O0 -45 100m. DDH-7
4-tOOE, U50S North O0 -550 250m. DDH-8

Total footage for Phase II 475m. (1,550 ft.)

This phase would define a minimum strike length of 100m (328 ft.) and 150m. 
at depth (500 ft.).

Cost estimate

Diamond drilling mobilization-demobilization $ 6,000
475m. Drilling in overburden and bedrock - estimate $I7 /ft.- 26,500
Assaying and sampling 2,500
Supervision 1596 3,900
Travel 500
Contingencies l OX 3,900

Total S 43,300

The above figure can be decreased by $6,000 if we utilize the diamond drill 
currently active for other work on Group l.

P. J. Vamos, P.Eng.
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SUMMARY:

The claims were acquired following the writer's research and 
recommendations on behalf of Dickenson Mines Limited. Major portion of the claim 
group lies over the Chukuni River, therefore the work performed consisted of two 
stages. During the first stage lines were cut on the small pennisula on the north side of 
the Chukuni River. Geophysics were done during December, 1979, it was attempted to 
complete the work over the ice, however in most cases poor ice conditions restricted 
the movement of the geophysical crew. Work was discontinued, results interpretted and 
a report was prepared by the writer. In March, I960 work was resumed on the ice of the 
Chukuni River. Results confirmed our previous findings and recommendations were 
made to drill the holes as suggested in the first report. If results are encouraging a 
detail Induced Potential Survey over selected areas would be recommended. It is 
suggested that the report covering the land area be consulted in conjunction of the 
present report.

PROPERTY, LOCATION A ACCESS:

The whole property consists of 12 contiguous mining claims 40 acres each, 
more or less. These claims are situated in the southwest quarter of Balmer Township. 
The claims cover the Chukuni River over a distance of approximately 2 kms. with some 
smaller portions on land on both the north and south shores of the river. Balmer 
Township is within the Kenora Mining Division, Patricia Portion.

The claims have been numbered as follows:

KRL 509066 KRL 509072
509067 509073
509068 509074
509069 509075
509070 509076
509071 509077

Access can be gained to the property via the Chukuni River from Highway 
No. 125, the bridge on the highway being less than 0.5 km. from the west boundary of 
the property.

Access by land can also be gained by a trail on the north side of the river 
(starting approximately 0.3 kms. north of the bridge).

PAST HISTORY:

The writer has already given a detailed account on the subject within the 
framework of the first report (March, 1980), therefore only a brief outline will be given.

The most significant information from the past comes from the work 
performed by Kilbarry Mines Ltd. which has completed 33(?) drill holes in the vicinity, 
approximately 13 of these on our present claim block. About 8 of the holes intersected 
a mineralized zone with values ranging up to A.05% Cu also 0.55 oz/t in gold over 
minable width. Dickenson Mines had an option on the property in 1956, one drill hole 
was sunk in the east "end" of the zone has given 6.1 ^ Cu and 0.07 oz/t gold over 1.5 ft. 
width. Questor Surveys completed in 1977 on behalf of the Ontario Geological Survey 
an airborne survey covering a very large area. The present claim block has shown two 
sets of airborne anomalies.
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In the winter of 1979 our survey on the land portion of the claims has 
confirmed a conductive body approximately 320 m. long (1,050 ft.) bounded by open 
water on the east. Since we have assumed that the conductor defined by our survey 
correlates with the mineralized body drilled by Kilbarry, it was imperative that the 
survey be continued over the ice.

PROPERTY GEOLOGY:

No attempt was made to find any outcrops during either surveys. We will 
however cover both shorelines during the summer. Previous mappers have regarded the 
area as being underlain by mafic volcanics. Summary logs by Kilbarry(?) suggest 
intermediate rocks, some brecciated containing rhyolitic fragments. Which may suggest 
the proximity of a volcanic centre. If this proves to be true it would further enhance 
the high priority we have assigned to the property.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK;

The perusal of first report is again suggested. In April, 1980 the baseline 
was extended to the east, lines were turned at first at 50 m. centres and later starting 
from line 750E at 100 m. centres. The lines were chained and picketed at 20 m. 
intervals. Other lines (summer cut lines) were extended to the south. Wherever it was 
possible the lines were taken up to dry land to secure some control points, in case the 
grid has to be re-established at a later date.

11.95 km. of line was picketed and surveyed. Electromagnetic and magnetic 
surveys were completed in March, I960. Ice conditions in this area are treacherous. 
Over the fast current holes in the ice can develop practically overnight. Geometrics 
G 816 Proton magnetometer was used for the magnetic survey. Readings were taken at 
20 m. intervals. Control stations were established at the end of the summer lines, 
which enabled us to calculate variations and also tie the two grid portions together. 
The corrected readings were plotted on a 1:2,500 scale plan and contoured with 
isogammas of 100.

The electromagnetic survey was done with the use of the Apex Max Min 11 
system as a horizontal loop. Readings were also taken at 20 m. intervals. It was 
decided to increase coil separation to a 100 m. to allow for greater depth to bedrock. 
Two frequencies were recorded 1777 Hz and 444 Hz. Results were plotted on two maps 
to a scale of 1:2,500 and appended to this report. Since the weak indications received it 
was not possible to calculate any conductivity thickness, depth, etc.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS:

Both electromagnetic and magnetic surveys were successful in confirming 
our previous findings, which is to extend the previously defined conductor to the east.

We feel that a strike extension of minimum 70 m. is justified, which will 
bring the total strike length of conductor to 390 m. (1,280 ft.). Magnetometer survey 
has confirmed with a flanking magnetic anomaly.

In addition to the above, the ice work has indicated the possibility of two 
more conductors.
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C-B is a possible conductor of 100 m. minimum strike length between lines 
9+50E and IO+50E south of the baseline about 150 m. It is open on both ends since open 
water has been limiting our efforts on both sides. The above are based on the 1777 Hz 
frequency results, though very weak indications appear on the 444 Hz survey. Magnetic 
survey has shown a minor anomaly of 50 gammas over the background.

C-D has been located between lines 6+50E and 7+50E approximately 50 m. 
north of the baseline. This conductor is also weak, and does not appear on the old 
survey (line 6+OOE). This may be due to the greater depth of the conductor. It shows 
very weakly on the lower frequency but has a correlating 500 gamma high according to 
the magnetic survey. The mag anomaly correlates well with the survey done on the land 
area. C-E is only a one line occurence.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

The conductor located by the first survey was confirmed and extended. Our 
original assumption was that the conductor is an expression of a gold-copper zone which 
was drilled in 1946-47. If our assumptions were correct we can see the extension of 
conductor possibly increasing the tonnage considerably. Three more conductive bodies 
have been located. Since they are only weak indications we are not considering 
immediate action.

With regards of the work proposal we are suggesting that the drill 
programme to be carried out as previously recommended. In case the results of the drill 
programme supply further encouragement the weak conductors should be tested. To 
outline these bodies we would be more inclined to suggest detailed Induced Polarization 
survey of limited areas possibly during the mid-winter months.

The following lines are to be survey:

Lines 2+OOE to 6+50E north side of the baseline only total of lines to be read 
4840 m.

Lines 7+OOE and 8+OOE both 350 m. centered on the baseline s 700 m.

Lines 9+50E and IO+50E south of the baseline 400 m. each = 800 m. Grand 
total of survey 6340 m. (6.3 km.)

COST ESTIMATE:

Induced Potential survey 6.2 km.
estimated 12 days incl. mobilization-demobilization
S750/crew day $ 9,000.00
re-establishment of parts of ice grid l ,000.00
Supervision, etc. l ,500.00

Total $ 11,500.00

Depending on the results of such survey further diamond drilling may be 
recommended.

Peter J. Vamos, P.Eng.
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NOTES

400' surface rights reservation along the shores 
of all lakes and rivers.

This Township is port of the IMPROVEMENT 
DISTRICT OF BALMERTOWN.
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